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IN YOUR ALONE TIME
As a church, we are committing to 21 Days of Prayer from January 7th-27th.
Along with daily prayer, we encourage you to consider one of four fasting
always the same – a closer relationship with God.

1

STANDARD FAST
going without food for a
period of time
REFERENCE LUKE 4:1-2

2

PARTIAL DAY FAST
skipping meals with the
intentional addition of
prayer & worship

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE:
Consider fasting all foods for a
series of pre-selected days during
the 21 Days of Prayer.

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE:

REFERENCE JUDGES 20:26

3

PARTIAL DIETARY FAST
foods for a period of time

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE:
Consider eliminating categories
of food so you aren’t tempted to

REFERENCE DANIEL 10:3

4

MEDIA FAST
‘escapes’ to help you
focus on God and others
REFERENCE PHILIPPIANS 4:8

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE:
that you would normally turn to for
entertainment (ex. social media).

3

3 QUICK THOUGHTS ABOUT FASTING
1. GOD REWARDS FASTING
MATTHEW 6:17–18

“…when you fast…your Father,
who sees what is done in secret, will reward you.”
We didn’t come up with this plan. He did.
It’s God’s desire to bless you when you pursue Him in practical ways. Rather
than getting really specific in your idea of how He should bless you, pray for
contentment with whatever He chooses as your reward. It may be different
than you expect. It may come at a different time. But God is good and so are
His rewards.
If you chose your reward, it might be a cheeseburger that you could eat
immediately. God can do better than that, but it might take patience. Let Him
decide when and how He will reward you, and look forward to it!
He’s your Father and He’s good at blessing you!
2. JESUS EXPECTS US TO FAST
MATTHEW 6:17

“…when you fast…”
Jesus never said, “if you fast”. He said, “when you fast”.
As radical as it can seem to stop eating or to change your diet, this is normal
behavior for a follower of Jesus. Stirring hunger as we pursue God is good.
Congratulations! You are fulfilling a command from Jesus, which is always
good! Don’t give up! You can do this! Jesus expects you to!
3. FASTING IS SUPPOSED TO BE HARD
MATTHEW 6:16,17

“When you fast, do not look somber…when you fast,
put oil on your head and wash your face…”
When Jesus taught us how to fast, He had to emphasize how to not look
miserable. He took time to teach us how to look normal. Why? Because fasting
makes you feel miserable and not normal! Fasting is supposed to be hard.
That’s the point. While I fast, I’m teaching my body that my spiritual craving for
God is more important than my body’s craving for attention. But my body is
fighting back!
Don’t give up when it gets difficult. That’s when you know it’s working!
Keep showing your stomach that God is the Boss!
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DAY 1 // JANUARY 7

HIS IDEA
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
In the days to come, we will dig deeper into this IF/THEN idea, and
look much more closely at this specific scripture. But, let’s begin with
the end result of the process: relationship.
In the ancient Middle East, sharing a meal with someone in their home
was a very big deal, representing self-sacrificing relationship.
Jesus wants to be with us. He wants us to be closer to Him. And notice
who is starting the process. He is. He is knocking.
This is so fundamental that it can seem overly simplistic, even trivial.
But it’s not! Jesus wants to draw close to you. Far too often, many of
us can feel like we’ve ruined, or at least limited, the relationship. We
can live under a cloud of condemnation and fixate on the various ways
that God must be displeased with us.
If this doesn’t describe you, great! If it does, please be encouraged. He
is knocking on the door of your heart because He wants to be closer to
you. He hasn’t given up on you!
We’re going to lean into our response over these 21 Days together but,
rest assured, that He is the One that will make it work, because He
really loves you and really wants you close to Him.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Thank you, Jesus, for always pursuing a closer relationship with me!”
“Lord, I reject the voices that tell me you’ve given up on me.
Please forgive me for believing that lie!”
“Dear Father, I want to be closer to you.
Please work this deeper into my heart as my top priority.”
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DAY 2 // JANUARY 8

PAY ATTENTION
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
I love how this scripture begins. “Behold”!
This part of the Bible was originally written down in the Greek
language, then later translated, for us, into English.
In Greek, this word behold means “look, listen, pay attention.”1 And it’s
not here by accident.
The man who penned this verse was a Hebrew named John. Jesus,
who spoke these words, was also born (miraculously as a Son of the
virgin Mary) into the Hebrew people and culture. Among the Hebrew
people, using a word like “behold” was always intentional.
It was used for emphasis, but also inserted in a way for the author to
indicate that you should pause. Take a breath. Focus on what comes
next. Examine it. Drink in all the detail.
So, over the next few days, that’s what we’re going to do.
We are going to go very slowly through this verse so we can behold.
This could seem tedious and slow; it’s a deliberate process.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Lord, as I slow down to ‘behold’, please show me what only you can!”
“Father, please forgive me for, too often, rushing through your truth.”
“Dear Jesus, thank you for the detail in your precious Bible.
Let me see more of you as I slow down to look more closely.”

1

Louw, J. P., & Nida, E. A. (1996). Greek-English lexicon of the New Testament: based
on semantic domains (electronic ed. of the 2nd edition., Vol. 1, p. 811). New York: United
Bible Societies.
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DAY 3 // JANUARY 9

HUMILITY TRIGGERS
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
As we begin an exploration of the IFs and THENs of the Bible, we
really need to pray for faith and true humility.
We need humility because the IF/THEN promises aren’t equations to
be memorized or levers to be pulled that force God to do what we
want. We love the “I will” phrase above but then, sometimes, “I feel like
I’m opening the door, and nothing’s happening…”
What then?
It could be a timing thing and we merely need to wait longer.
It could be a development thing. Maybe I am faithful to open the ‘daily
read the Bible’ door but He’s knocking at the ‘expose your pride’ door.
When I don’t see the THEN I yearned for, what is my response?
Anger? Resentment? Withdrawal? Or is it humility based in trust?
God’s ways and timing are perfect, and His principles and promises
are perfect, but I’m not perfect. So I can’t always know or anticipate
how they will be applied. Because He is my loving Father, He won’t
hold Himself to an equation that delivers a less-than-loving result. He
will fulfill His promise in the best way and time.
Instead of resenting Him for the THEN you didn’t see, choose to turn
that impulse into a “humility trigger” – a prompt to pray for a deeper
trust in the heart and ways of your perfect Father.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Father, please give me a desire for YOUR blessing –
not the blessing I currently want.”
“God, I have been bitter with you for not answering prayers the way I
wanted. I’m wrong. Please forgive me and change my heart.”
“Lord, I want to understand more of your ways.
But, more so, I want to trust you whole-heartedly!”
SEE ALSO: ROMANS 11:33, JAMES 1:17
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DAY 4 // JANUARY 10

HE’S READY
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
It says a lot to me that Jesus is standing at the door.
You were probably less mischievous as a kid than I was. I thought it
was hilarious to knock on someone’s door then run away before they
had a chance to answer. By the way, if she’s reading this, my mom is
learning about this prank for the first time and I’ll probably receive a
scolding next time she sees me. I deserve it.
By the time my victim had opened the door, I had disappeared and
they were left feeling foolish, or at least confused. And I was laughing.
Jesus doesn’t do that.
He stands at the door and knocks. He’s not sitting. He’s not slouching.
He’s not passing time on His phone. And he’s definitely not leaving.
He stands, ready to enter. Eager to see you and ready to get close.
As I consider this, I have to wonder if I am ready. Maybe that’s why I
don’t always see a difference when I thought I opened the door (see
yesterday’s entry). Maybe I’m not really ready for His version of
relationship, but I want to be.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Jesus, please help me fiercely desire your version of relationship.”
“God, I am so grateful for your consistent readiness to be with me. You
never waiver in your commitment to me. I want to be like that!”
“Lord, please help me move past the fear of feeling foolish when I
respond to you. I can trust you! You are my God!”
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DAY 5 // JANUARY 11

DOOR #1
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
When Jesus first spoke these words, they were being directed toward
Christians that had become lazy in their faith. They had become
comfortable with natural conveniences and grown blind to their
ongoing need for God.
Jesus was calling them to repentance – to turn back to Him with
passion.
He was knocking on a very specific “door.” He pointed out where they
were wrong and was commanding them to change in that exact area.
I can’t even count how many times I’ve heard Christians tell me that
they want to be closer to God. We want to hear His voice, right? We
want to experience the comfort of His presence, don’t we? As if He
doesn’t want the same thing!
The question is, “What door has been shut between you and Him?”
Maybe you’ve opened other doors. That’s good. But which one is He
knocking on right now? That’s the door you need to open to experience
the closeness He desires.
There will be other doors in the future. But what’s behind door #1?
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Lord, thank you for your clear conviction.
I want to see what stands between us.”
“Jesus, please help me desire closeness with you more than any sinful
pattern or mindset I’ve allowed in my life!”
“Dear God, give me an urgency to open the door
you’re knocking on right now.”
SEE ALSO: PSALM 94:12, 1 CORINTHIANS 11:32, HEBREWS 12:5-11
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DAY 6 // JANUARY 12

KNOCK, KNOCK
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Knocking on a door is a simple concept, right?
We would never know that we should answer the door without a knock.
Without a knock, we simply go about our daily life – with our agenda,
our priorities, and our to-do list.
So knocking is an interruption, but it’s also thoughtful.
Without a knock, if you were to open your door and find a loving visitor
had been waiting for hours, eager to enter, you would probably feel
horrible! You’d likely wonder, “Why didn’t you knock?!”
Jesus stands at the door and knocks. He’s willing to interrupt my life,
my agenda, and my priorities because He has something better for me.
Sometimes His knock seems very inconvenient. His knock could be an
illness, the loss of a job, or the loss of a loved one. His knock could be
legal trouble, financial difficulty, ongoing depression, issues in your
marriage, or problems with your kids.
Jesus doesn’t cause all of these things, but He will use any of these
things to knock on the doors of our hearts and get our attention.
When difficulty strikes, instead of asking Jesus, “Why did you knock?”,
try asking, “Why did He have to knock so hard to get my attention?”
And thank Him for the interruption He brought to your life so you can
experience His life!
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Lord, please help me respond to Your knocking while it’s gentle.”
“Jesus, I am really hurting. This knocking seems harder than it should
be. I need to see Your life in this. Please help me trust You more.”
“God, I want to accurately interpret the ‘knocking’ in my life. Help me
always see it as a chance to respond to You!”
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DAY 7 // JANUARY 13

KNOCKING AND TALKING
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Knocking isn’t speaking. And Jesus makes it clear that He’s doing both
in this scenario.
He tells us directly that He’s knocking. but He also suggests that we
might open the door when we hear His voice.
When the “knocking” in your life seems too loud, or maybe like too
much of an interruption (see yesterday’s entry), remind yourself that
Jesus isn’t just knocking. He’s also speaking.
What is He saying? The verse doesn’t tell us. But do you remember
the entry from Day 1? Jesus’ main goal is our embrace of His
relationship. It makes sense to me that He is saying something to
encourage our embrace.
“I’m here for you.”
“I’m enough for you.”
“I’m contending for you.”
If you’re bothered by the knocking, lean in for His voice!
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Jesus, help me hear Your voice.”
“Lord, thank you for the reminder that
Your love is always behind Your knock!
“Dear Jesus, keep changing my heart to expect
loving words to come from Your voice.”
“Father, put Your loving words in my heart
so others can hear You through my voice.”
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DAY 8 // JANUARY 14

ANYONE? BUELLER?
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Anyone. Any one.
Jesus wants you to hear. He wants you to answer. He wants you to
open the door. He wants to come into your life. He wants to share the
meal of relationship with you. He wants you to share the meal of
relationship with Him.
How do I know?
Because you are part of anyone.
You’ve heard before that this part of the Bible was originally written in
Greek then later translated into English for us. Do you know what
“anyone” means in the original Greek? ANYONE!
Jesus wants you to hear.
And you to answer.
He’s not avoiding you or hindering the process.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Lord, I reject the lie that You don’t want me!”
“Jesus, please forgive me for believing that it’s more difficult for You to
reach me than it is for You to reach others.”
“Dear God, help me believe that I can hear from You.
I can respond to You. I can draw closer to You.”
“Lord, I pray for __________________, that they would hear from You
and respond to You. Please forgive me for acting as though they are
beyond Your reach. You are able to work in that life!”
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DAY 9 // JANUARY 15

EVERY SINGLE WORD
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Those who followed God in the ancient Near East were, at times,
called “people of the ear.” Most were illiterate. Books, or even scrolls,
were a scarce luxury. They learned, and lived, by listening.
In all ancient cultures, storytelling was more than just a way of life, it
was vital to the preservation of culture and faith. It was also a skill that
was mastered with memories that have not been dulled by our
modern-day distractions.
Teachers in the ancient families of Jews, who gave us two-thirds of our
Bible, could perfectly recite volumes of information to the next
generation because they valued every word and rehearsed their “oral
traditions” repeatedly, sometimes musically, and with meticulous care.
Those being taught would listen with equal care, knowing their culture,
faith, and lives depended on it.
Faith comes by hearing, not by seeing. A deeper trust in God is built
within me as I put into practice what I hear, then see His faithfulness in
action. When I wait to see evidence of what He speaks, I can be
encouraged, but will never experience the same blessing.
I want to hear. And I want to value what I hear.
Every. Single. Word.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Jesus, help me hear You. Every. Single. Word.”
“Lord, give me understanding as I repeatedly meditate on Your Word.”
“Dear God, I want to value and remember what You teach me.”
“Jesus, help me pass on to others what You reveal to me.”
SEE ALSO: JOHN 20:29, HEBREWS 4:1-2, HEBREWS 11:1-6, ROMANS 10:13-17
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DAY 10 // JANUARY 16

THE VOICE
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
His voice is different than any other voice.
His voice said, “Let there be light.” And light was born.
His voice called out for man in the Garden. And man was hiding.
His voice told the waves to behave. And they were calm.
His voice called a 4-day-old corpse from a tomb. And he lived.
His voice announced, “It is finished.” And my debt was paid.
So why do I, far too often, allow other voices to drown out His?
Why do I hesitate when He calls?
Why do I evaluate when I’ll answer?
Why do I spend time developing other skills when I haven’t yet learned
to hear His incomparable voice?
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Jesus, please teach me to recognize Your voice.”
“Jesus, please lead me to prioritize Your voice.”
“Jesus, I want to value Your voice over every other voice. Always.”

SEE ALSO: JOHN 1:1-3, MARK 4:39, JOHN 11:43-44, JOHN 19:20
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DAY 11 // JANUARY 17

A QUICK VOCAL LESSON
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Jesus’ voice will always agree with His Word.
No matter where you are in your journey of learning to hear, value,
obey, or remember the voice of Jesus, reading your Bible is the most
critical part of the process.
We will never outgrow our need for the truth in the Bible.
We will never reach the end of the exploration of the Bible.
We will never fully understand or master the principles it shares.
A determined commitment to the Spirit-inspired scriptures will give you
confidence to determine if the voice you are hearing belongs to Jesus.
His voice will always agree with His Word.
Without a growing commitment to the truth of the Bible, your openness
to spiritual voices can be dangerous and misleading.
When you lack Biblical understanding, others around you can help you
determine God’s voice in your life, and they should always do so by
pointing out specific, scriptural reasons for the advice they offer.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Dear Lord, please forgive me for not valuing and reading Your truth.”
“Jesus, please give me a hunger for the truth in Your Bible.”
“Dear God, I’m choosing to learn with humility from those that know
your truth. Help me to understand accurate truth when I hear it.”
“Jesus, please forgive me for not passing on the truth I’ve received. I’m
choosing to take opportunities to help other believers grow.”

SEE ALSO: JOHN 1:1-14, 2 TIMOTHY 3:16, HEBREWS 13:7,
ACTS 18:26, COLOSSIANS 3:16
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DAY 12 // JANUARY 18

I HEAR YA
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
The one who opens the door has heard the knocking.
The one who opens the door has heard His voice.
But they didn’t just hear. They listened.
I’m old enough now that I’ve seen God transform hundreds of lives.
Know what every one of those transformed people have in common?
They listened. They responded to what they heard.
There are times I couldn’t hear the voice of God – or at least I couldn’t
hear what I wanted to hear.
The main reason I couldn’t hear His voice was that I hadn’t yet listened
to the most recent thing I had heard.
If you haven’t yet obeyed the last thing He told you, He’s likely not
moving on to a new topic. He’s still waiting for your last response.
By the way, I should ask myself, “If I didn’t trust Him enough to obey
then, why do I want to hear anything else He has to say?” Yikes.
He’s more likely to speak when He knows you’re going to listen. And
He knows you’re going to listen based on your previous response. Did
you respond? He’ll keep speaking.
Hear His voice AND open the door. He will transform your life.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Dear Lord, please remind me of the most recent time I ignored You.”
“Jesus, please forgive me for trying to start a new conversation with
you when You’re still waiting for my response in the last one.”
“Dear God, you are my Master. I choose to obey you today and
______________________, just like you’ve told me.”
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DAY 13 // JANUARY 19

OPEN UP
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Have you ever seen a painting of the scene in this scripture?
I’ve noticed that some artists will depict Jesus standing in front of a
door without any sort of knob or latch.
It seems like the artist is telling us that Jesus can’t open the door from
the outside, and we must, in order to connect with Jesus, open the
door from the inside.
But Jesus doesn’t need doors to enter a room.
< SEE LUKE 24:36, JOHN 20:19 AND JOHN 20:26 >

So what’s the point? Opening the door, if it isn’t clear by now, is far
more about your availability than His ability.
He wants to be with you and for you to be with Him. He could just float
through the wall or barge through, but He won’t. He is open to anyone
(see entry on Day 8), but will share a deeper relationship with those
who are open to Him.
He’s knocking on a very specific door in your life right now (see Day 5).
Are you going to open it?
He will reach out to you, but He won’t respond for you. Open the door!
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DAY 14 // JANUARY 20

BEHELD
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Let’s look again at how this scripture begins. “Behold”!
Remember from the entry on Day 2, this word behold means “look,
listen, pay attention.” It is used to slow us down. It says, “Take a
breath. Focus on what comes next. Examine it. Drink in all the detail.”
You’ve probably noticed that we are taking this slow. For 14 days now,
we have been looking at ONE VERSE?!?!
If this has felt tedious to you, I can relate. It is an unnatural discipline
for me, as well!
But, as trying as this may be, I’ve seen things in this verse that I’ve
never seen before now. Have you? Let’s take a minute and jot them
down:
RESIST THE URGE TO LOOK BACK. WRITE DOWN WHAT STANDS OUT
FROM MEMORY, EVEN IF IT’S ONLY ONE THING!

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Lord, thank you for what You have shown me.”
“Father, thank you for teaching me to BEHOLD.”
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DAY 15 // JANUARY 21

A WEE LITTLE STEP
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Zacchaeus (LUKE 19:1-10) comes to mind when I read this scripture.
He was a very short man and a tax collector who had become wealthy
representing Rome and taking extra for himself. He was in a crowd that
learned Jesus was soon approaching. He quickly climbed a tree so he
could see past all the others that towered above him.
Can you imagine such a scene? Here’s this small, wealthy man that
climbs a tree, like a child, so he can catch a glimpse of Jesus.
Jesus noticed. He stopped and invited Himself to be a guest in
Zacchaeus’ home. A lot of people were bothered by this. Why did
Zacchaeus deserve such a privilege? He was dishonest and selfish!
I’m grateful for this example. When we slow down to examine how well
we respond to Jesus’ voice, I can start to lose hope. Do I respond
enough? Have I really shown Him my desire for closeness?
Zacchaeus climbed a tree. He was obviously desperate to see Jesus.
But doesn’t this seem like one good choice in an otherwise despicable
life? Jesus liked what He saw. This small step qualified for closeness!
Be encouraged! God sees your heart! And what may seem like a small
step toward Jesus, in the eyes of your critics, is huge when you do it
for Him! Just like Zacchaeus, we might have a long way to go. But
Jesus sees, and values, every single step!
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Jesus, please forgive me for protecting my image.
Make me desperate for a better view of You!”
“Lord, help me ignore the critics and take any step toward You.”
“Jesus, thank you for your grace that fuels and enables every step
I take toward You! I am Your creation!”
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DAY 16 // JANUARY 22

STEP 2
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
I can’t get my mind off of Zacchaeus (LUKE 19:1-10).
He was collecting taxes for the enemy, Rome, that was occupying his
homeland and getting rich by taking extra from his fellow Israelites.
In light of all this, his first step toward Jesus seems small. Very small.
He was living a perpetually dishonest lifestyle. But then he climbed a
tree to get a better viewpoint as Jesus passed by. Jesus stopped,
showed him grace, and invited Himself to be Zach’s houseguest.
In a sense, He says, “I will come in to you”, like we read above.
Wait, what?!
Yes, Jesus honors steps we take toward Him, even small steps (see
yesterday’s entry if you missed it).
But Zacchaeus’ small step led to another that was much larger.
Immediately after Jesus announces that He’s coming over, Zacchaeus
announces that he will repay, with interest, all those that he has
cheated! He’s a changed man!
We are changed by the grace of Jesus!
And we should never minimize a small step toward Jesus, in anyone’s
life. Step 1 leads to Step 2.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Lord, I want to prioritize any step you call me to take.”
“Jesus, forgive me for being critical of others. Help me to celebrate
any step that anyone takes toward you. Help me believe the best!”
“Lord, remind me of your grace that has allowed me to take the steps
you’re putting in front of me. I don’t have to change – I get to change!”
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DAY 17 // JANUARY 23

NO PLACE LIKE IT
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Where do you live your life? Where are your “places”?
Home? Work? School? Stores? Restaurants? Coffee shops?
No matter where your daily routine may take you, “home” should be
different, right? We have different expectations for home.
Home, no matter how it’s shaped, should be a place of rest, comfort,
familiarity, love, ease, intimacy, and more.
In a scripture that closely resembles the one above, Jesus makes a
powerful statement:
JOHN 14:23

…“Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching. My Father will love
them, and we will come to them and make our home with them.”
I want my heart to be a home for Jesus. I want my heart to be, for Him,
a place of rest, comfort, familiarity, love, ease, intimacy and more.
I’m really provoked by this thought, “Do I make it easy for Jesus to be
with me? Is He comfortable and familiar in my heart? Does He easily
sense my love and a desire, within me, for intimacy with Him?”
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Lord, I want to hear when you knock softly, answer when you speak,
and open the door in love so you can make yourself at home in me.”
“Jesus, please make my heart into a home where you are comfortable.
Rearrange the furniture and features just the way you like them!”
“God, please show me how I have made my heart seem more like your
place of work, or even a place you visit, rather than a place you LIVE!”
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DAY 18 // JANUARY 24

HOME SWEET HOME
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
There is so much packed into this promise!
“I will come in to him…”
Those who had spent time with Jesus were never the same.
Humble, uneducated men spoke with authority and clarity.
Sight was given to a man who had spent a lifetime in darkness.
A bleeding woman, bankrupt with medical debt, was instantly healed.
Pigs took flight.
Crutches were abandoned.
Tombs were emptied.
In His presence is fullness of joy. What a phrase! (PSALM 16:11)
In His presence there is freedom! (2 CORINTHIANS 3:17)
In His presence we are refreshed! (ACTS 3:20)
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Lord, please make me desperate for Your presence.”
“Jesus, remind me, when obedience seems difficult,
what I surrender by ignoring your voice.”
“Dear God, I want Your version of life, not mine!
Please show me how desperate I truly am for You!”
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DAY 19 // JANUARY 25

WELCOME TO THE TABLE
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Jesus was criticized, more than once, for those He allowed as dinner
guests. Why? What’s the big deal?
Sharing a meal was a sign of friendship. There are some reflections of
this today, right? Remember the school lunchroom table? Even as
adults, those you are most commonly eating with are likely somewhat
close to you.
But it was far more significant in the ancient world.
Food held a different level of value. When you ran out of milk or
cheese, one didn’t simply pop over to a local grocery store. Bread,
steak, and vegetables of any kind were much more difficult to produce
or acquire in an ancient world context.
This special nature of food raised the significance of every meal.
Homes were smaller, tables were smaller, and meals lasted longer.
And when you invited someone to your table, there was less room for
another.
All of this should add more depth to our understanding of the metaphor
shared in the scripture above.
Jesus wants to eat with you. And He wants you to eat with Him. And,
no matter who is already at the table, He always has room for you!
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Jesus, thank you for making room at Your table for me.”
“Jesus, you’re never ashamed of Your association with me – help me
live with boldness, never shame, because of my connection with You!”
“Jesus, Friend of Sinners, thank You for inviting me to the banquet of
Your grace!”
SEE ALSO: MARK 2:15-16, 1 CORINTHIANS 5:9-11, LUKE 22:15-16, REVELATION 19
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DAY 20 // JANUARY 26

TWO TREES
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
One of the names of Jesus is Immanuel, which means “God With Us.”
The first man, Adam, was innocent of sin in the Garden, until he chose
his own route – he ate what he wanted even though God warned him
that it would lead to death.
God’s response? He didn’t stiff arm the sinful and keep His distance.
He saw us from a long way off, from the perfection of Heaven, and did
the unthinkable to close the gap. He came near.
God came to be with us.
He lowered Himself. He made Himself nothing. He adopted our flesh
and bone, hunger, and fatigue so He could become the perfect
sacrifice: fully human, just like Adam, and completely unmarred by sin,
also just like Adam.
Jesus, sacrificed on the cross was the only perfect substitute – human
and sinless – for what was lost in the Garden many centuries before.
His voice called out to mankind near the Tree in the Garden,
“Where are you?”
His voice called out to mankind from the Tree on Golgotha,
“It is finished!”
Adam ate, apart from God, and so we suffered under sin.
Jesus suffered under sin so we could eat again, with Him.
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“Jesus, I never want to minimize your perfect sacrifice.”
“Lord, give me an ever-deepening awareness of the agony of my sin.”
“Jesus, thanks for coming to me when I had no way of getting to You!”
SEE ALSO: MATTHEW 1:23, JOHN 1, PHILLIPIANS 2, GENESIS 3, ROMANS 5
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DAY 21 // JANUARY 27

IF/THEN
REVELATION 3:20 ESV

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
I will come in to him and eat with him, and he with me.”
Even though our focus has been on just one of them, IF and THEN
promises are not rare in the scriptures. When you are aware of the
concept, you notice them consistently.
It is so important for us to understand this properly. The IF is never on
God’s part. He is always ready to deliver His good blessing when we
are ready to surrender. Here are a few more examples.
JEREMIAH 29:13 NLT

“If you look for me wholeheartedly, (THEN) you will find me…”
2 CHRONICLES 7:14 NLT

“…if my people who are called by my name will humble themselves and pray
and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, (THEN) I will hear from
heaven and will forgive their sins and restore their land.”
JOHN 8:31,32 NIV

“If you hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples. Then you will know the
truth, and the truth will set you free.”
JOHN 15:5–7 NIV

“I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, (THEN)
you will bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.
MATTHEW 10:42 NIV

…if anyone gives even a cup of cold water to one of these little ones who is my
disciple, truly I tell you, (THEN) that person will certainly not lose their reward.”

How sad would it be for the world to miss out on God’s blessing
because we were ignoring the IF that is ours to answer! Let’s commit
to answer the IF and watch God’s THEN reveal His love!
RELEVANT PRAYERS FOR TODAY:

“God, please forgive me for putting all the responsibility on You!”
“Jesus, I commit to playing my part in Your blessing.”
“Lord, I thank you for your faithfulness to knock, to call, and to meet
when I answer. Help me hear - I’m ready to answer!”
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